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The Thông Thinh Mines near Tính Túc, Cao Bằng province  

Nanny Kim, draft May 2018 

Records and questions 

In 1976, Quan Hansheng noted two highly productive borderland mines, one located in Burma, the 

other identified as the Songxing (宋星) Mines in Vietnam, from which about 64 tons, or a recorded 2 

million liang or 72 tons of silver were annually imported, probably in the 1830s and possibly earlier. 

Quan thus indicated that the reconstruction based on tax record were incomplete. In addition to the 

obvious absence of mines outside the Qing territory, the output figures would suggest that the majority 

of Chinese miners worked outside China.1 The sherd of information documents existence of a mines 

that was extremely productive in the early 19th century. 

The site appears as Thông Thinh 送興 in the Vietnamese tax records from 1804 to 1851, with quite 

modest reported annual taxes of 100 to 165 liang. 

The probable location is at or near the Tính Túc that were exploited from 1905 for tin and 

tungstene and are still worked today. 

The industrial handbook of 1933 describes the deposit at Tính Túc : 

The alluvial deposit that is exploited fills the bottom of the Ting-tuc valley, resting on a very 

irregular bedrock of limestone, and found to have a depth of some 60 m in places. It consists of 

loam-sand mass mineralized almost exclusively with cassiterite (at a content of 1 kg of tin per 

tonne of material). There are sterile blocs of all dimensions mixed in; and the material has a 

slight gold content (20 to 25 g of gold per ton of tin).2 

The map in the same handbook following p. 164 indicates 3 villages surrounding the valley and 

the pit of the Adèle concession that were in existence prior to the modern open-pit exploitation 

of cassiterite. 

A map “Règion du Pia Ouac: Concessions minières” of 1908 indicates “old Chinese workings” 

on several slopes of the southwestern spurs of the mountain, as well as the place name “Tong 

Tinh”.3 

Based on the materials, we expected historic silver exploitation to be concentrated around Thông 

Thinh, with a possibility of historic tin exploitation at Tính Túc. 

Fieldwork by Nanny Kim, Yang Yuda 杨煜达 and Vũ Đường Luân 武堂伦, 10 

November 2017  

Supported by: -- 

Main informants: Mr. Lý Pao Phúc (ca 30 years old) of Bình Ðuờng. 

2017.11.10. (Fri): Tinh Tuc/Thông Thinh, around Pia Ouác 

Two successive days of rain and mist affected fieldwork at the site. People at Tính Túc town 

told us that the economy was quite depressed since mining had practically ceased a few years 

ago. 

                                                      
1 Quan Hansheng (Chuan Han-sheng) 全漢昇. 1976. “Ming-Qing shidai Yunnan de yinke yu yinchan’e “明清時代雲南的銀

課與銀產額” (Silver taxes and silver output of Yunnan in the Ming and Qing periods). Xinya xuebao 新亞學報, 11.1: 61-88. 

His sources for the two borderland mines are Zhao Yi 赵翼, Yanbao zaji 簷曝杂记 (Scattered notes), reprint (Beijing: 

Zhonghua shuju, 1982) and the Veritable Records of the Nguyễn Dynasty. T9he latter reference is slightly vague. 
2 L‘industrie minérale indochinoise 1933, 173. 
3 The map is held at the BNF : btv1b530636670 
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We had to stay over 10 km from Tính Túc. In the early morning, we drove passed through the 

town and the mining area to Bình Ðuờng, the village that Đường Luân expected to be former 

Thông Thinh. The road circled the northern rim of the open pit mine, climbing up before 

heading south into a valley between the Pia Oác massif and a relatively low but sharp crest 

running north-south.  

Đường Luân started inquiring as we got into scattered houses. People readily confirmed that 

there were old Chinese workings around, pointing to the nearby slopes in the mist. Lý Pao Phúc 

(ca 30 years old) acted as our guide. He got his motorbike out and led us along the driving track 

up the lower spurs of the Pia Oác massif. It was hard to tell where we were in the mist and 

passing mostly though young, re-afforested in pine forest. We stopped at a bamboo timbering 

station, where Mr. Ly told us that our goal was 1 km walk from here. The rain had become a 

drizzle by now, but it was still very misty. The upper end of the track was rather slippery, so 

Yuda and Đường Luân stayed behind. I trudged behind Mr. Ly, who soon took off his plastic 

sandals and continued barefoot, down a short descent in the forest and int a cultivated side 

valley, with a few houses here and there. About 1 km down the gently descending valley was a 

small cluster of houses, just below we reached the widest part of the upper valley, crossed a 

small brook and reached a large pile of slags next to another small brook and approaching the 

northern slope. The valley slopes down steeper from this point, especially to the south. The 

further descent was still in the mist. 

We had encountered slags in the track all the way from the lower edge of the forest. Due to the 

shortage of time, I could not establish whether these were left on site or distributed on the track. 

For better grip. Mr. Lý actually speaks a little Chinese, so we found a way of communicating 

slightly beyond gestures. He pointed out that there were some slags (or had been) just below 

the village, and that the main slag area was the bottom of the basin and the northern slopes. He 

also indicated that the mines were on the northern slope, while being definite that none were on 

the southern slope. The height of the slopes and their precise direction remained veiled in the 

mist. In the fields below the houses, slag lumps in the walls dividing the paddy fields and in the 

ground were evidence that we had entered the slag area. 

The pile of slags was left from selling slags, a couple of years ago, if I understood correctly. 

Next to the pile was a small facility presumably for loading small tractors or mini trucks. I 

looked for shatio but found none, possibly because the material on the pile and around had been 

pre-sorted. 

When we headed back up the way we had come, the cloud began to rise, with brief moments of 

sunshine as we were back up and joining the others. 

Back at the timber station, Đường Luân had collected more information about the Chinese 

company that had dug up and smelted the slags for two years. It had to stop recently because 

the permit had run out.  

All informants confirmed that this was the one major slag dump in the area. And that there used 

to be numerous workings, up to 40 m deep, presumably shafts, very densely set. Unfortunately 

it was too wet and slippery to go to the mines. 

The fellow in the timbering station, around 50 years old, stated that he had seen shatiao and 

again confirmed that they were similar to the specimen from that I had brought from Yiliang. 

They knew about a temple in the village, we had walked right past but lacking communication 

I hadn’t noticed. 

The local pronunciation of the village name is Thông Xinh, the old official name Thông Thinh, 

the new name Bình Ðuờng. 

The pine forest, with trees about 20 m high and up to 50 cm trunks, has been planted about 20 
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years ago. 

Mr Lý set us on the small road that circles the Pia Ouác to the south. We got a brief view of the 

mountain peak near the juncture and near the watershed of the southern spur. As soon as we 

had crossed the watershed the forest changed back to mixed broadleaf. The eastern flank was 

still largely in the clouds. 

We left for Cao Bầng, reaching the city past 2 pm. 

Đường Luân took us to the Guandi temple. It is a new structure presumably on part of the old 

grounds. There are 4 or 5 some donation stele still in existence (Đường Luân has rubbings), and 

two cast iron bells, dated 1757 (QL 22) and 1799 (JQ 4), the Jiaqing bell inscription specifies 

that the bellmakers were from Foshan. The temple testifies to the historic Guangdong presence 

in the city. With the routes out of Ngân Sơn and Thông Thinh into Guangdong passing through 

Cao Bầng, the importance of the city as a commercial centre indirectly reflects the productivity 

of the mines. 
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Results 

The information obtained from local informants confirms the locations of mines indicated on the map 

of 1908 and allowed the rough identification of the historic slag dump. The dump identifies the Thông 

Thinh valley as the center of historic silver mining. We could not find further information on 

historic tin mining at the site of the open pit of Tính Túc. The probable extent of the Thông 

Thinh dump is considerable, reflecting a very important site that probably was exploited for a 

relatively concentrated period of time under conditions of similar organizational structures. 

 


